
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ ជី មុនីវង់]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Monivong]  
 
[00:00] 
 

អST ឹងVបេភទៃនZរេធ] ^គឺដូចd# ! 
So the process of making is the same.  
 
េប^ជំmន់ពុកេធ] ^ dត់&នរoមួយេទqត។ រoហ# ឹង! េពលែដលdត់uប់រចួ  
និងេwះរចួ dត់យកមកyរែបបេនះ។ dត់េVប^រoតូចមួយេដ^មzីyរក{ |ងរន}។ 
េពលែដលyរដល់កែន~ងចុងអo1 ត dត់ឈប់។ 
In my father’s generation, he had another metal hacksaw. This metal hacksaw! 
When finished chiseling and making the hole, he sawed it like this. He used 
one small saw to make the hole. When he got close to the end of lamella, he 
stopped.  

 
[00:16]  
 

ប៉ុែន1 េពលេនះ េពលែដលdត់េឃ̂ញខ� | ំេធ] ^ែបបេនះ dត់�នេធ] ^�ម។ [ េស̂ច ...]! 
dត់�េល�ន! េ�េពលdត់េធ] ^ម�ិលមិញ dត់V�ប់�dត់េVប^ៃដេ�� គូសេទqត។  
េត^ែមនឬេទ? &នៃដេ�� គូសឬអត់? គូសឱ��&នែខ�េស� ^d# ! គូសរេបqបេនះ! 
សុទ}ែតuនេ�� ! សព]ៃថ�េនះ dត់េ�ែតបន1េធ] ^ែបបេនះ។ dត់គូសរចួ សឹមចិត។ 
dត់*1 យ�~ ច�ក់ ឬខូច។ ខុសd# ! dត់�េប^េធ] ^ដូចខ� | ំ ដូច�េពលែដលចុចVជ �ល 
�នឹង�ក់អo1 ត។ ចួនZល េពលែដលខ� | ំចុច ...ចួនZល េពលែដលខ� | ំចុចេ���ក់ 
ឬែបកធ  |ះដល់&¡ ងេទqត។ dត់�~ ចខូច និងេ*ក*1 យេuយ*រdត់ខំចិតមួយៗ។ 
ែតចំេ£ះខ� | ំ  �d� នប¤¥ េទេពលែដលខ� | ំចុចេ�។ 
ខ� | ំចុចេuយមិន�ច់ពិ�កគូសេVច^នដូចdត់។  
But now, when he saw me using this technique, he copied it. [Laughs…] He 
said that it was faster. When he did it yesterday, he told me that he used a 
pencil. Is that true? Did you see a pencil? He used it to draw two lines. To draw 
it like this! Two black lines! Now, he still uses this technique. He always draws 
before carving. He is afraid of breaking it. Sometimes when I press by using a 
chisel… sometimes when I press, it gets broken. He is afraid that it will get 
broken too. That is why he tries to carve it slowly. To me, it is fine if I press it. I 
press straight away without drawing [lines] like him.  

 
[01:01]  
 

ែតប៉ុេណ® ះ�នេហ̂យ! េហ̂យខ� | ំេល�ន�ងdត់។ េប^dត់េធ] ^មួយៃថ��នៃម'អង̄ °ច 
ខ� | ំyច�នដល់±សិបអង̄ °ច។ េម^លេនះ! អST ឹងខ� | ំyចេwះ�ន! [ េស̂ច ...] 
It is okay now. I am faster than him. If he can make 20 Angkuoch per day, I can 
make up to 50. Look at this! I can make a hole. [Laughs…]  

 
dត់�មួយៃថ�dត់េធ] ^�នែតដប់V�ំអង̄ °ចេទ!  
He told me that he can make only 15 Angkuoch.  
 

dត់�នដប់V�ំ ែតខ� |yំច�នៃម'V�ំ េ�*មសិប។ [ េស̂ច ...] 
If he can make 15 Angkuoch, I can make 20, up to 30. [Laughs….]  

 
រេបqបេធ] ^ខុសd# ! ែតខ� | ំេធ] ^េល�ន!  
The style of making is different, but mine is faster than his.  

 
[01:22]  



 

 

 
ែតdត់េធ] ^អង̄ °ចេនះេuយរេបqបo? dត់គូរឬyរ? 
How did he make this Angkuoch? Did he draw or saw?  
 

ខ� | ំyចេធ] ^ែតប៉ុេណ® ះ�ន។ ែតសV&ប់dត់គមឺិនដូចd# េទ! dត់ចិតរចួ...wំេម^ល 
ខ� | ំប¶¥ ញរេបqបdតេ់ធ]ឱ̂�េម^លមួយ!  
I could simply do it like this. For him, it was different. He had to carve it. Let me 
show you how he made it.   

 
[01:39]  
 
dត់មិនែមនេធ] ^ែបបេនះេទែមនេទ? 
Doesn’t he do it like this?  
 

dត់េធ] ^ឬស�ីដូចd#  ែតdត់េធ] ^ឬស�ីស¹ °ត។ ស¹ °តែបបេនះ! dត់េធ] ^ឬស�ីស¹ °ត។ 
េត^ម�ិលមិញdត់�នV�ប់ែដរឬេទ?dត់មិនសូវV�ប់អស់េទ! dត់.ក់ខ~ ះេហ̂យ។ 
dត់ទុករកសីុែដរ។ ែតdត់d� នលក់ឱ�អ#កoេVºពីកូនខ  °នឯងេទ។ 
dត់លក់ឱ�បងVប �សរបស់ខ� | ំ។ េត^ម�ិលមិញ�នជួបdត់េទ? 
He uses bamboo material like me, yet he uses only dried bamboo. Dry like this! 
He uses dried bamboo. Didn’t he tell you yesterday? He does not really tell 
you everything. He hides some parts. He hides some parts for the sake of his 
business, but he sells to his son only. He sells it to my brother [Chi Chen]. Did 
you meet my brother yesterday?  

 
dត់¼½ ត់អង̄ °ច�នពិេ¾ះoស់។ េ�V�*ទ�Vពហ� ...បង�ខ� | ំ¼½ ត់ប៉ុេណ® ះពិេ¾ះ 
ែតdត់េmះ¼½ ត់ពិេ¾ះ�ងខ� | ំេទqត។  
My brother plays Angkuoch beautifully. At Ta Prohm temple… You said I could 
play beautifully, but my brother can play much better than me.  

 
[02:16]  
 
ែតឥឡÃ វេនះ េត^dត់េ�¼½ ត់ែដរឬេទ? 
Does he still play now?  
 

ឥឡÃ វ¼½ ត់ពិេ¾ះ! ¼½ ត់�នធម��េuយ*រែតdត់Ä~ ប់¼½ ត់!  
He still plays beautifully. He can play because he used to play it very often.  
 

ែតdត់េ�លក់ែដរឬេទេពលេនះ?  
Is he still selling now?  
 

អង̄ °ចេនះេធ] ^ទុកសV&ប់dត់លក់! េប^ៃថ�odត់ចងេ�លក់ 
dត់ក៏យកេ�លក់េ�។   
These Angkuoch are made for him to sell. If he wants to sell them, he can go 
to sell them.  

 
េប^ៃថ�odត់េធ] ^Zរ�នលុយ dត់ក៏មិនេ�លក់។  
If somedays he earns a lot of money from his job, he does not go to sell them.  

 
[02:33]  
 
ចុះេប^ខ� | ំចង់ឱ�dត់ជួយប¶¥ ញ េត^dត់yចប¶¥ ញខ� | ំ�នែដរឬេទ? 
If I want him to show me how to play, would he mind playing it for me?  
 



 

 

 [េស̂ច ...] ខ� | ំមិនដឹងេទ។ Çល់ែតសួរdត់េuយខ  °នឯង! 
េប^សិន�ែឆកេម^ល�មេវប*យ  ខ� | ំេឃ̂ញ�&នរបូdត់េVច^ន 
េuយ*រេភÉÊវថតរបូdត់េVច^ន។ េភÉÊវថតរបូdត់េVច^នoស់!  
[Laughs…] I do not know. You can ask him. If I check on the internet, I can see 
many pictures of him because many tourists took his photo. Tourists like to 
take photos of him.  

 
[02:54]  
 
េត^&នអ#កលក់អង̄ °ចេVច^នអ#កែដរឬេទ? 
Were there many Angkuoch sellers?  
 

ខ� | ំមិនyច*� នេគដឹងែដរ  ែតVបែហល�&នអ#កលក់តិច។ 
I cannot estimate but I assume there were not many.  

 
អST ឹងេ�េពលdត់េ�លក់ dត់yចលក់uច់? 
So is it possible to say that he could sell many Angkuoch before?  
 

មិនសូវuច់េទ! េuយ*រ&នទីផÌរមួយេទqតេmះ 
គឺ&នេÍជនីយuÎ នទិញuក់�ំងលក់។ េហ̂យេគលក់ក{ |ងតៃម~េ�ក។ 
េប^េគទិញចូលមួយពីរ£ន់េរqល  េគuក់លក់មួយតៃម~មួយដុ.~ រ។ ដូេច#ះ េប^េភÉÊវដឹង 
េគមិនទិញេ��មV�*ទេទ។ េនះ�លzិចែដលេគរកសីុ។ [ េស̂ច ...!] 
ខ� | ំVdន់ែតV�ប់។  
Not really! Because there was another market [near the temple] where tourists 
could buy them. Hotels also sold Angkuoch and they sold them at a cheaper 
price [than at the market]. If they [the hotels] bought them for 2000 Riel per 
Angkuoch, they would sell them for one dollar [one USD = c. 4000 Riel]. So if 
tourists were aware of this, they did not buy at [the market near] the temple 
[where Angkuoch sellers would sell for a higher price and let buyers bargain]. 
It was a trick in their businesses. [Laughs…] I just wanted to let you know.  

 
ខ� | ំលក់ែដរេពលមុន។ ែត�ំងពីេពលែដលខ� | ំចូលេធ] ^Zរ ខ� | ំឈប់។ (មុនីវងេ់តស1 សេម~ង) 
I also sold them [Angkuoch] before. When I got a full time job, I stopped. [CM 
tests the sound of the Angkuoch.]  

 
[03:41]  
 
េ�េពលែដលបងេ�លក់ េត^បងេលងឱ�េគ*1 ប់ែដរឬេទ? 
When you went to sell, did you play Angkuoch to tourists?  
 

េប^ខ� | ំមិន¼½ ត់ េធ] ^េម៉ចេទ^បេគដឹង? ខ� | ំេភ~ចអស់េហ̂យ។ ខ� | ំ�នេធ] ^យូរេហ̂យ។ 
បង*កគិតេ�េម^ល ខ� | ំ�នេលងV�ំÔ# ំេហ̂យ! �មិនែមន�រយៈេពលតិចតួចេទ!  
If I did not play, how could they know [what they were]? I almost forgot it all. I 
have stopped making them for a very long time. You can imagine. I stopped it 
five years ago now. It is not a short period of time.  

 
រេបqបែដលឪពុកខ� | ំគូសេ�� ចំo!ំ ខ� | ំមិន�នយកេ�� ៃដមក។ 
dត់ែតងគូសចំoពីំកែន~ងេនះ មកកែន~ងេនះ។ Zលពីមុន ខ� | ំេធ] ^ដូចdត់ែដរ 
ែតខ� | ំគិត��ចំoយេពលយូរ។ ទV&ំែត�នអង̄ °ចមួយ �ចំoយេពលយូរ! 
VតÃវេwះ�ងេនះផង និង�ងេនះផង! ទV&ំែតធ  |ះ �ចំoយេពលយូរ។ 
ែតេប^េធ] ^ដូចខ� | ំ Vdន់ែតេwះ និងចិតេឆ]ង*1 �ំZរេVសច។  េល�ន!  
The technique that my father used made a mark. I do not have a pencil with 
me now. My father always drew a line from there to here. Before I did the 



 

 

same, but later on, I thought, that takes a lot of time. It took a lot of time to 
get one Angkuoch done. Making a hole here and there! Before it got a hole, it 
took a lot time. If I follow my technique, I just make a hole and carve a bit. 
Fast!  

 
ឥឡÃ វ&នអ] ីេទqត? ខ� | ំដល់ដំoក់ZលVតÃវេ¾លេភ~ ^ង។ េត^បង់ចង់ថតឱ�េហ̂យ 
ឬ×៉ងo? 
What else? I am reaching the smoking process. Do you want to shoot it now or 
not?  

 
[04:20]  
 
េ�េពលែដលឬស�ីស¹ °ត េត^�VសØលេwះ�ងឬស�ីVសស់ឬ×៉ងo?  
When the bamboo is dried, is it easier to make a hole?  
 

ខ� | ំ�ននិ×យរចួេហ̂យ។ ខ� | ំ�នV�ប់រចួេហ̂យ។ េ�េពលែដលឬស�ីស¹ °ត �VសØលេwះ។ 
ខ� | ំ�នV�ប់រចួេហ̂យ។ 
I have already told you. I told you. When the bamboo is dried, it is easier to 
make a hole. I told you already.  

 
ឬស�ីVសស់?  
Damp bamboo?  
 

ឬស�ីVសស់! េប^និ×យVតលប់ចុះេឡ̂ង ខ� | ំភ័ន1 Vចលំ។  
Yes! I mean damp bamboo. If I talk about it many times, I get confused.  

 
ពុកចូលចិត1េVប^ឬស�ីស¹ °ត េuយ*រែតេពលែដលdត់េVប^ អង̄ °ចនឹង&នសេម~ងលឺ។ 
េប^dត់េធ] ^ដប់ �yចលឺÇងំដប់។ េប^ខ� | ំេធ] ^ដប់ �yចខូចពីរ។ ដូចេនះ 
ខ� | ំេ�ះ�េwល។ �ខូច ែតខ� | ំេធ] ^េល�ន�ងឪពុកខ� | ំ។  
My father liked to use dried bamboo because the Angkuoch made from that 
dried bamboo could make a good sound. If he made ten Angkuoch, all of 
them could produce a good sound. If I made ten, two of them might get 
broken. And then I had to throw them away. They could get broken but my 
technique was faster than his.  

 
ខូចែដរហ# ឹងអST ឹង? 
Some of them get broken?  
 

ចុះេប^េធ] ^ដប់ ខ� | ំ�នៃម' ែតdត់�នែតដប់។ dត់�នÇងំដប់ ែតខ� | ំ�នៃម' 
ែតខូចបួន។ ×៉ងេ±ចoស់ ខ� | ំ�នេល̂សdត់V�ំែដរ។ [េស̂ច...] 
�&នខូច &នអត់។  
You can imagine that I can make 20 while he can do only 10. He can use all 
those ten but I can get 20. It is just four of them get broken. At least, my 
technique can make five more than his. [Laughs…] Some of them could be 
used and some not.  

 
[05:10] 
 

ឬស�ី&នពីរVបេភទ។ ឬស�ី&នVតÃវចំៃថ� និងចំម~ប់។ កែន~ងែដលVតÃវម~ប់ 
ខ� | ំមិនyចយក�មកេធ] ^�នេទ េuយ*រ�មិនyចលឺសេម~ង។ 
ឬស�ីែដលេទ^បZប់េនះ yចលឺសេម~ងលÚ ។  
There are two types of bamboo: bamboo that grows directly under the sun 
and bamboo that grows under the shade. The bamboo that is under the shade 



 

 

is not usable because it cannot produce a good sound. However, the bamboo 
that I have just cut can produce a good sound.  

 
េត^បងyចស&Û ល់កែន~ងៃថ�ចំ និងៃថ�មិនចំេuយរេបqបo? 
How do you recognise whether the bamboo is under the sun or the shade?  
 

េប^និ×យពីចÜប់Ç±ន  េគឱ�uក់ែផÚកខ#ងនឹងេដ^មេឈ̂!  
[េស̂ច...] 
To explain the military rule, we have to lay our back on the tree. [Laughs…]  

 
េពលែដលេយ̂ងេដ^រវេង]ងៃVពេពលVពឹក េត^េយ̂ងVតÃវែផÚកខ#ង�ងo? ។ 
ខ� | ំចង់V�ប់� េពលVពឹក ខ� | ំVតÃវែផÚកខ#ង 
េហ̂យសេងÞត��ងoែដល&នកំេßេº1 ។ េពលែដលខ� | ំេដ^រេពលVពឹក 
ខ� | ំ&នេ&៉ង។ ឧÇហរណ៍�េ&៉ង ១០ ឬ១១Vពឹក ខ� | ំែផÚកខ#ងេម^ល។ 
េប^ែផÚកែផ#ក�ងេក^តេº1  ខ� | ំនឹងដឹង��េº1 ។ េពលែដល�េº1  
ដឹង�ៃថ�េពលVពឹកមកពីទិស�ងេក^ត។ េពល.� ច ខ� | ំដឹង�ទិស�ងលិច។ 
ខ� | ំែផÚក�ងលិច េហ̂យខ� | ំនឹងដឹង�ខ#ងខ� | ំេº1 ។  
When we get lost in the forest in the morning, which direction should we lay 
on? I would like to let you know that, in the morning, I have to lay my back 
[against the bamboo] and observe which side has heat. When I walk in the 
morning, I know the time. For example, if it is 10am or 11am, I can lay my back 
[on the bamboo]. If the east side of the tree is hot, I know it is hot. If it is hot, I 
can understand that that is the east side. In the late evening, I can understand 
that is the west side. I lay my back on the west side of the tree, then I can feel 
that it is hot at my back.   

 
ែតបងែផÚកឬស�ីេនះេuយរេបqបo? 
How do you lay on this bamboo?  
 

ខ� | ំពុះ�មក ខ� | ំyចដឹងរចួ�េVសច។ េប^ខ� | ំនិ×យេ� សួរខ� | ំេVច^នេទqតេហ̂យ! 
សូមេម^ល! សូមzីឬស�ីេនះ  �ក៏&នសៃស�ែដរ។ សៃស�&នVបេភទខុសd# ។ &¡ ងេនះ  
ខ� | ំដឹង�មិនសូវVតÃវៃថ�។ �&នពណ៍ស និង&នលក¡ណៈVសេ£ត េហ̂យ*ច់�ទន់ៗ។ 
េប^&¡ ងេនះែដលVតÃវៃថ� *ច់�&នពណ៍Vកហម និង&នលក¡ណៈរ ãង។ 
When I chop it, I know. You ask a lot. Please look! Even this bamboo, it also has 
sinews. Its sinews are different from each other. On this side, I can know that it 
was not really under the sun. It is white and withered, and its flesh is soft. And 
the side that was under the sun: it is red and firm.  

 
អST ឹងបងមិនyចដងឹេuយVdន់ែតេម^ល�ងេVº�នេទ? 
So you cannot tell by looking at the outside [of the bamboo]?  
 

អត់ដឹងេទ! េម^លពីេVºមិនដឹងេទ!  
No! I cannot tell by looking [at the outside].  

 
េ¾លេភ~ ^ង! ដុតេភ~ ^ង!ចប់េហ̂យ!  
Smoking! Burning the fire! It is done.  

 
ចុះពណ៍Vកហមេនះ? 
How about this red bamboo type?  
 

ពណ៍Vកហម&នសៃសដូចd# ! អត់េទ! �&នVបេភទេផ�ងមួយេទqត! 
�&នេVច^នVបេភទoស់។  
This red bamboo also has sinews. No! It is another type. There are many types.  



 

 

 
ចុះឬស�ីេនះ�Vបេភទអ] ី? 
What type of bamboo is this?  
 

ឬស�ីZត់មក! ខ� | ំ�យក�មកេធ] ^គVមÃ។ ម�ិលមិញ 
ខ� | ំសួរdត់�មួយoែដលdត់េVប^េធ] ^គVមÃ  dត់�មួយេនះ។ ែត�ក់ែស1 ង 
បងឱ�ខ� | ំZប់ឫស�ីេuយ¼½ ល់។ [េស̂ច...] 
That is a bamboo I cut. I thought I would take it as my sample. Yesterday, I 
asked my father which bamboo he used as a sample, and he told me that he 
uses this one. But, in fact, I had to go and cut the bamboo stem again. 
[Laughs…]  

 
េហតុអ] ី�ន�ឬស�ីមួយេនះVZស់�ង?  
Why is this type thicker?  
 

�&នVបេភទខុសd# ។ ឬស�ីេនះ �ឬស�ីរ ãង ។ េគេVប^�សV&ប់�Vបេyង។ 
េគេVប^សV&ប់េធ] ^Vបេyងេឡ̂ងេ�# ត។ មួយVបេភទេទqត�ឬស�ីបំពង់។ 
េគេVប^សV&ប់េធ] ^បំពង់ទឹកេ�# ត។ �េVប^មិនេក^តេទ។ 
It is a different type. That is a hard bamboo type. People always use this type 
of bamboo as stairs for climbing trees. They use it as stairs to climb on palm 
trees. And they use another type as a palm juice container. It cannot be used 
to make Angkuoch. 

 
 ចុះឬស�ីខ~ ះ*ច់VZស់ េហ̂យខ~ះេទqត*ច់េស1 ^ង? មួយoលÚ �ង?  
Some bamboo’s flesh is thick and some are thin. Which one is better?  
 

Vបេភទ*ច់េស1 ^ងសV&ប់េធ] ^បំពង់ទឹកេ�# ត! េប^Vបេភទ*ច់VZស់េនះ 
េគេVប^សV&ប់េធ] ^បេ¶Ú ង។ េគយក�មកេធ] ^អង̄ °ច។ េគyចយក�េធ] ^Vតេuកែដរ។  
People use the think the one to make the palm juice container. If it was thick 
like this, they used it to make stairs. They used it to make Angkuoch. They also 
could use it to make clappers for animals.  

 
*Û ល់Vតេuកេទ? Vតេuក£ក់កេd! េពលែដលេdេដ^រេ� �លឺ ប៉ុក ប៉ុក!  
Do you know clappers for animals? People put clappers on cows’ necks. When 
they walk, it sounds like ‘Pok!’ ‘Pok!’ 

 
[07:46]  
 
ែតឬស�ីេនះ*ច់មិនដូចd# េទ?  
So this bamboo is not the same?  
 

េនះ�ឬស�ីៃVព។ �េ�ក{ |ងៃVព។ �VតÃវេº1  េហ̂យ�ស¹ °តលÚ ។ �yចេធ] ^លឺ។  
It is wild bamboo. It grows under the sun and it is well dried. It can produce a 
sound.  

 
អST ឹងលឺ រ éមិនលឺ  �មិនyVស័យេល̂*ច់VZស់ ឬមិនVZស់េទ?  
To make a good sound, what does that depend on? The type of bamboo?   
 

�ទ! �សីុសងេល̂ឬស�ី។ ឬស�ីៃVពេនះÇល់ែតwស់�~ ងំែមនែទន 
ែតេប^ឬស�ីVបេyងេនះ �yចេធ] ^លឺេពលែដល�wស់ល� ម។ 
ឬស�ីៃVពេនះÇល់ែតwស់េទ^បេធ] ^លឺ។ ឬស�ីេនះសV&ប់េធ] ^Vតេuក។  
Yes! It depends on bamboo. We can’t use this wild bamboo unless it is very 
old. For the bamboo that people use to make stairs, we can use it to make 



 

 

Angkuoch too when it gets old. The wild bamboo can’t be used unless it is 
very old. This type of bamboo is used to make clappers [for animals].  

 
[08:11 - END]  
 


